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Where do rewards come from?

Computer Game Robotic Setup

Very often, easier to provide expert demonstrations.
Inverse RL: Inferring reward functions from expert demonstrations.



Inverse RL

Ng and Russell. ICML 2000. Algorithms for Inverse RL.



Inverse RL

• Focus is not on improving sample complexity
• Instead, focus is on recovering the reward function using as few 

expert demonstrations
• Methods assume access to the environment either via the model 

or via trajectory executions
• Can’t we just use expert behavior as demonstrations, and do 

behavior cloning?

Ng and Russell. ICML 2000. Algorithms for Inverse RL.



Inverse RL

• There isn’t one right reward function
• Heuristics for obtaining a reward function:
• Reward functions that maximally differentiate expert policy from 

other policies
• Can be solved via linear programming

• Settings
• Known model, analytical access to the policy
• Large MDPs w/ rewards that are linear functions of state 

features
• Large MDPs with observer trajectories

Ng and Russell. ICML 2000. Algorithms for Inverse RL.



Inverse RL

Ng and Russell. ICML 2000. Algorithms for Inverse RL.



Inverse RL (LP Formulation, Penalty Terms)

• Maximize quality of optimal action over next-best action:

•
• Small rewards are simpler : 

•

Ng and Russell. ICML 2000. Algorithms for Inverse RL.



Inverse RL (w/ linear function approximations)

• Linear approximation of reward:

•

•
• Linear program, with an appropriately chosen penalty function p:

Ng and Russell. ICML 2000. Algorithms for Inverse RL.



Inverse RL (Sampled Trajectories)

• Monte-carlo estimate of values: 

•

•

•

•
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Inverse RL (Experiments)
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Inverse RL (Experiments)

Ng and Russell. ICML 2000. Algorithms for Inverse RL.
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Reward is only a function of car x-position, state 

features are linear combinations of 26 evenly 
spaced Gaussian shaped basis functions.
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Abstract
We consider learning in a Markov decision
process where we are not explicitly given a re-
ward function, but where instead we can ob-
serve an expert demonstrating the task that
we want to learn to perform. This setting
is useful in applications (such as the task of
driving) where it may be di!cult to write
down an explicit reward function specifying
exactly how di"erent desiderata should be
traded o". We think of the expert as try-
ing to maximize a reward function that is ex-
pressible as a linear combination of known
features, and give an algorithm for learning
the task demonstrated by the expert. Our al-
gorithm is based on using “inverse reinforce-
ment learning” to try to recover the unknown
reward function. We show that our algorithm
terminates in a small number of iterations,
and that even though we may never recover
the expert’s reward function, the policy out-
put by the algorithm will attain performance
close to that of the expert, where here per-
formance is measured with respect to the ex-
pert’s unknown reward function.

1. Introduction
Given a sequential decision making problem posed in
the Markov decision process (MDP) formalism, a num-
ber of standard algorithms exist for finding an optimal
or near-optimal policy. In the MDP setting, we typi-
cally assume that a reward function is given. Given a
reward function and the MDPs state transition prob-
abilities, the value function and optimal policy are ex-
actly determined.
The MDP formalism is useful for many problems be-
cause it is often easier to specify the reward function
than to directly specify the value function (and/or op-
timal policy). However, we believe that even the re-
ward function is frequently di!cult to specify manu-
ally. Consider, for example, the task of highway driv-
ing. When driving, we typically trade o" many dif-

Appearing in Proceedings of the 21 st International Confer-
ence on Machine Learning, Ban!, Canada, 2004. Copyright
2004 by the first author.

ferent desiderata, such as maintaining safe following
distance, keeping away from the curb, staying far from
any pedestrians, maintaining a reasonable speed, per-
haps a slight preference for driving in the middle lane,
not changing lanes too often, and so on . . . . To specify
a reward function for the driving task, we would have
to assign a set of weights stating exactly how we would
like to trade o" these di"erent factors. Despite being
able to drive competently, the authors do not believe
they can confidently specify a specific reward function
for the task of “driving well.”1

In practice, this means that the reward function is of-
ten manually tweaked (cf. reward shaping, Ng et al.,
1999) until the desired behavior is obtained. From con-
versations with engineers in industry and our own ex-
perience in applying reinforcement learning algorithms
to several robots, we believe that, for many problems,
the di!culty of manually specifying a reward function
represents a significant barrier to the broader appli-
cability of reinforcement learning and optimal control
algorithms.
When teaching a young adult to drive, rather than
telling them what the reward function is, it is much
easier and more natural to demonstrate driving to
them, and have them learn from the demonstration.
The task of learning from an expert is called appren-
ticeship learning (also learning by watching, imitation
learning, or learning from demonstration).
A number of approaches have been proposed for ap-
prenticeship learning in various applications. Most of
these methods try to directly mimic the demonstrator
by applying a supervised learning algorithm to learn a
direct mapping from the states to the actions. This
literature is too wide to survey here, but some ex-
amples include Sammut et al. (1992); Kuniyoshi et
al. (1994); Demiris & Hayes (1994); Amit & Mataric
(2002); Pomerleau (1989). One notable exception is
given in Atkeson & Schaal (1997). They considered the

1We note that this is true even though the reward func-
tion may often be easy to state in English. For instance,
the “true” reward function that we are trying to maximize
when driving is, perhaps, our “personal happiness.” The
practical problem however is how to model this (i.e., our
happiness) explicitly as a function of the problems’ states,
so that a reinforcement learning algorithm can be applied.



Apprenticeship Learning
• Directly optimize for a policy that gives the same reward as 

expert

•

•
•
• If 
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problem of having a robot arm follow a demonstrated
trajectory, and used a reward function that quadrat-
ically penalizes deviation from the desired trajectory.
Note however, that this method is applicable only to
problems where the task is to mimic the expert’s tra-
jectory. For highway driving, blindly following the ex-
pert’s trajectory would not work, because the pattern
of tra!c encountered is di"erent each time.
Given that the entire field of reinforcement learning is
founded on the presupposition that the reward func-
tion, rather than the policy or the value function, is
the most succinct, robust, and transferable definition
of the task, it seems natural to consider an approach to
apprenticeship learning whereby the reward function is
learned.2

The problem of deriving a reward function from ob-
served behavior is referred to as inverse reinforcement
learning (Ng & Russell, 2000). In this paper, we
assume that the expert is trying (without necessar-
ily succeeding) to optimize an unknown reward func-
tion that can be expressed as a linear combination of
known “features.” Even though we cannot guarantee
that our algorithms will correctly recover the expert’s
true reward function, we show that our algorithm will
nonetheless find a policy that performs as well as the
expert, where performance is measured with respect
to the expert’s unknown reward function.

2. Preliminaries
A (finite-state) Markov decision process (MDP) is a tu-
ple (S,A, T, !,D,R), where S is a finite set of states; A
is a set of actions; T = {Psa} is a set of state transition
probabilities (here, Psa is the state transition distribu-
tion upon taking action a in state s); ! ! [0, 1) is a
discount factor; D is the initial-state distribution, from
which the start state s0 is drawn; and R : S "# A is
the reward function, which we assume to be bounded
in absolute value by 1. We let MDP\R denote an
MDP without a reward function, i.e., a tuple of the
form (S,A, T, !,D).
We assume that there is some vector of features " :
S # [0, 1]k over states, and that there is some “true”
reward function R!(s) = w! · "(s), where w! ! Rk. 3

2A related idea is also seen in the biomechanics and cog-
nitive science, where researchers have pointed out that sim-
ple reward functions (usually ones constructed by hand) of-
ten su!ce to explain complicated behavior (policies). Ex-
amples include the minimum jerk principle to explain limb
movement in primates (Hogan, 1984), and the minimum
torque-change model to explain trajectories in human mul-
tijoint arm movement.(Uno et al., 1989) Related examples
are also found in economics and some other literatures.
(See the discussion in Ng & Russell, 2000.)

3The case of state-action rewards R(s, a) o"ers no ad-
ditional di!culties; using features of the form ! : S !A "
[0, 1]k, and our algorithms still apply straightforwardly.

In order to ensure that the rewards are bounded by 1,
we also assume $w!$1 % 1. In the driving domain, "
might be a vector of features indicating the di"erent
desiderata in driving that we would like to trade o",
such as whether we have just collided with another
car, whether we’re driving in the middle lane, and so
on. The (unknown) vector w! specifies the relative
weighting between these desiderata.
A policy # is a mapping from states to probability
distributions over actions. The value of a policy # is

Es0"D[V !(s0)] = E[
!#

t=0 !tR(st)|#] (1)
= E[

!#
t=0 !tw · "(st)|#] (2)

= w · E[
!#

t=0 !t"(st)|#] (3)

Here, the expectation is taken with respect to the ran-
dom state sequence s0, s1, . . . drawn by starting from
a state s0 & D, and picking actions according to #.
We define the expected discounted accumulated fea-
ture value vector µ(#), or more succinctly the feature
expectations, to be

µ(#) = E[
!#

t=0 !t"(st)|#] ! Rk. (4)

Using this notation, the value of a policy may be writ-
ten Es0"D[V !(s0)] = w · µ(#). Given that the reward
R is expressible as a linear combination of the fea-
tures ", the feature expectations for a given policy #
completely determine the expected sum of discounted
rewards for acting according to that policy.
Let # denote the set of stationary policies for an MDP.
Given two policies #1,#2 ! #, we can construct a new
policy #3 by mixing them together. Specifically, imag-
ine that #3 operates by flipping a coin with bias $, and
with probability $ picks and always acts according to
#1, and with probability 1 ' $ always acts according
to #2. From linearity of expectation, clearly we have
that µ(#3) = $µ(#1) + (1 ' $)µ(#2). Note that the
randomization step selecting between #1 and #2 occurs
only once at the start of a trajectory, and not on ev-
ery step taken in the MDP. More generally, if we have
found some set of policies #1, . . . ,#d, and want to find
a new policy whose feature expectations vector is a
convex combination

!n
i=1 $iµ(#i) ($i ( 0,

!
i $i = 1)

of these policies’, then we can do so by mixing together
the policies #1, . . . ,#d, where the probability of picking
#i is given by $i.
We assume access to demonstrations by some expert
#E . Specifically, we assume the ability to observe
trajectories (state sequences) generated by the expert
starting from s0 & D and taking actions according to
#E . It may be helpful to think of the #E as the optimal
policy under the reward function R! = w!T ", though
we do not require this to hold.
For our algorithm, we will require an estimate of the
expert’s feature expectations µE = µ(#E). Specifi-
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cally, given a set of m trajectories {s(i)
0 , s(i)

1 , . . .}m
i=1

generated by the expert, we denote the empirical esti-
mate for µE by4

µ̂E = 1
m

!m
i=1

!!
t=0 !t"(s(i)

t ). (5)

In the sequel, we also assume access to a reinforcement
learning (RL) algorithm that can be used to solve an
MDP\R augmented with a reward function R = wT ".
For simplicity of exposition, we will assume that the
RL algorithm returns the optimal policy. The general-
ization to approximate RL algorithms o!ers no special
di"culties; see the full paper. (Abbeel & Ng, 2004)

3. Algorithm
The problem is the following: Given an MDP\R, a
feature mapping " and the expert’s feature expecta-
tions µE , find a policy whose performance is close to
that of the expert’s, on the unknown reward function
R" = w"T ". To accomplish this, we will find a policy
#̃ such that !µ(#̃)"µE!2 # $. For such a #̃, we would
have that for any w $ Rk (!w!1 # 1),

|E[
!!

t=0 !tR(st)|#E ] " E[
!!

t=0 !tR(st)|#̃]| (6)
= |wT µ(#̃) " wT µE | (7)
# !w!2!µ(#̃) " µE!2 (8)
# 1 · $ = $ (9)

The first inequality follows from the fact that |xT y| #
!x!2!y!2, and the second from !w!2 # !w!1 # 1.
So the problem is reduced to finding a policy #̃ that
induces feature expectations µ(#̃) close to µE . Our
apprenticeship learning algorithm for finding such a
policy #̃ is as follows:

1. Randomly pick some policy !(0), compute (or approx-
imate via Monte Carlo) µ(0) = µ(!(0)), and set i = 1.

2. Compute t(i) = maxw:!w!2"1 minj#{0..(i$1)} wT (µE !
µ(j)), and let w(i) be the value of w that attains this
maximum.

3. If t(i) " ", then terminate.

4. Using the RL algorithm, compute the optimal policy
!(i) for the MDP using rewards R = (w(i))T #.

5. Compute (or estimate) µ(i) = µ(!(i)).

6. Set i = i + 1, and go back to step 2.

Upon termination, the algorithm returns {#(i) : i =
0 . . . n}.
Let us examine the algorithm in detail. On iteration
i, we have already found some policies #(0), . . . ,#(i#1).
The optimization in step 2 can be viewed as an inverse
reinforcement learning step in which we try to guess

4In practice we truncate the trajectories after a finite
number H of steps. If H = H! = log"("(1 ! $)) is the
"-horizon time, then this introduces at most " error into
the approximation.
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the reward function being optimized by the expert.
The maximization in that step is equivalently written

maxt,w t (10)

s.t. wT µE % wT µ(j) + t, j = 0, . . . , i " 1 (11)
||w||2 # 1 (12)

From Eq. (11), we see the algorithm is trying to
find a reward function R = w(i) · " such that
Es0$D[V !E (s0)] % Es0$D[V !(i)

(s0)] + t. I.e., a re-
ward on which the expert does better, by a “margin”
of t, than any of the i policies we had found previously.
This step is similar to one used in (Ng & Russell, 2000),
but unlike the algorithms given there, because of the
2-norm constraint on w it cannot be posed as a linear
program (LP), but only as a quadratic program.5

Readers familiar with support vector machines
(SVMs) will also recognize this optimization as be-
ing equivalent to finding the maximum margin hyper-
plane separating two sets of points. (Vapnik, 1998) The
equivalence is obtained by associating a label 1 with
the expert’s feature expectations µE , and a label "1
with the feature expectations {µ(#(j)) : j = 0..(i"1)}.
The vector w(i) we want is the unit vector orthogonal
to the maximum margin separating hyperplane. So, an
SVM solver can also be used to find w(i). (The SVM
problem is a quadratic programming problem (QP), so
we can also use any generic QP solver.)
In Figure 1 we show an example of what the first
three iterations of the algorithm could look like geo-
metrically. Shown are several example µ(#(i)), and the
w(i)’s given by di!erent iterations of the algorithm.
Now, suppose the algorithm terminates, with t(n+1) #
$. (Whether the algorithm terminates is discussed in
Section 4.) Then directly from Eq. (10-12) we have:

&w with !w!2 # 1 'i s.t. wT µ(i) % wT µE " $. (13)

Since ||w"||2 # ||w"||1 # 1, this means that there is
at least one policy from the set returned by the al-
gorithm, whose performance under R" is at least as
good as the expert’s performance minus $. Thus, at
this stage, we can ask the agent designer to manually
test/examine the policies found by the algorithm, and

5Although we previously assumed that the w% specify-
ing the “true” rewards statisfy #w%#1 " 1 (and our theo-
retical results will use this assumption), we still implement
the algorithm using #w#2 " 1, as in Eq. (12).
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In the sequel, we also assume access to a reinforcement
learning (RL) algorithm that can be used to solve an
MDP\R augmented with a reward function R = wT ".
For simplicity of exposition, we will assume that the
RL algorithm returns the optimal policy. The general-
ization to approximate RL algorithms o!ers no special
di"culties; see the full paper. (Abbeel & Ng, 2004)

3. Algorithm
The problem is the following: Given an MDP\R, a
feature mapping " and the expert’s feature expecta-
tions µE , find a policy whose performance is close to
that of the expert’s, on the unknown reward function
R" = w"T ". To accomplish this, we will find a policy
#̃ such that !µ(#̃)"µE!2 # $. For such a #̃, we would
have that for any w $ Rk (!w!1 # 1),

|E[
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!!

t=0 !tR(st)|#̃]| (6)
= |wT µ(#̃) " wT µE | (7)
# !w!2!µ(#̃) " µE!2 (8)
# 1 · $ = $ (9)

The first inequality follows from the fact that |xT y| #
!x!2!y!2, and the second from !w!2 # !w!1 # 1.
So the problem is reduced to finding a policy #̃ that
induces feature expectations µ(#̃) close to µE . Our
apprenticeship learning algorithm for finding such a
policy #̃ is as follows:

1. Randomly pick some policy !(0), compute (or approx-
imate via Monte Carlo) µ(0) = µ(!(0)), and set i = 1.

2. Compute t(i) = maxw:!w!2"1 minj#{0..(i$1)} wT (µE !
µ(j)), and let w(i) be the value of w that attains this
maximum.

3. If t(i) " ", then terminate.

4. Using the RL algorithm, compute the optimal policy
!(i) for the MDP using rewards R = (w(i))T #.

5. Compute (or estimate) µ(i) = µ(!(i)).

6. Set i = i + 1, and go back to step 2.

Upon termination, the algorithm returns {#(i) : i =
0 . . . n}.
Let us examine the algorithm in detail. On iteration
i, we have already found some policies #(0), . . . ,#(i#1).
The optimization in step 2 can be viewed as an inverse
reinforcement learning step in which we try to guess

4In practice we truncate the trajectories after a finite
number H of steps. If H = H! = log"("(1 ! $)) is the
"-horizon time, then this introduces at most " error into
the approximation.
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the reward function being optimized by the expert.
The maximization in that step is equivalently written

maxt,w t (10)

s.t. wT µE % wT µ(j) + t, j = 0, . . . , i " 1 (11)
||w||2 # 1 (12)

From Eq. (11), we see the algorithm is trying to
find a reward function R = w(i) · " such that
Es0$D[V !E (s0)] % Es0$D[V !(i)

(s0)] + t. I.e., a re-
ward on which the expert does better, by a “margin”
of t, than any of the i policies we had found previously.
This step is similar to one used in (Ng & Russell, 2000),
but unlike the algorithms given there, because of the
2-norm constraint on w it cannot be posed as a linear
program (LP), but only as a quadratic program.5

Readers familiar with support vector machines
(SVMs) will also recognize this optimization as be-
ing equivalent to finding the maximum margin hyper-
plane separating two sets of points. (Vapnik, 1998) The
equivalence is obtained by associating a label 1 with
the expert’s feature expectations µE , and a label "1
with the feature expectations {µ(#(j)) : j = 0..(i"1)}.
The vector w(i) we want is the unit vector orthogonal
to the maximum margin separating hyperplane. So, an
SVM solver can also be used to find w(i). (The SVM
problem is a quadratic programming problem (QP), so
we can also use any generic QP solver.)
In Figure 1 we show an example of what the first
three iterations of the algorithm could look like geo-
metrically. Shown are several example µ(#(i)), and the
w(i)’s given by di!erent iterations of the algorithm.
Now, suppose the algorithm terminates, with t(n+1) #
$. (Whether the algorithm terminates is discussed in
Section 4.) Then directly from Eq. (10-12) we have:

&w with !w!2 # 1 'i s.t. wT µ(i) % wT µE " $. (13)

Since ||w"||2 # ||w"||1 # 1, this means that there is
at least one policy from the set returned by the al-
gorithm, whose performance under R" is at least as
good as the expert’s performance minus $. Thus, at
this stage, we can ask the agent designer to manually
test/examine the policies found by the algorithm, and

5Although we previously assumed that the w% specify-
ing the “true” rewards statisfy #w%#1 " 1 (and our theo-
retical results will use this assumption), we still implement
the algorithm using #w#2 " 1, as in Eq. (12).
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In the sequel, we also assume access to a reinforcement
learning (RL) algorithm that can be used to solve an
MDP\R augmented with a reward function R = wT ".
For simplicity of exposition, we will assume that the
RL algorithm returns the optimal policy. The general-
ization to approximate RL algorithms o!ers no special
di"culties; see the full paper. (Abbeel & Ng, 2004)
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The problem is the following: Given an MDP\R, a
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that of the expert’s, on the unknown reward function
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The first inequality follows from the fact that |xT y| #
!x!2!y!2, and the second from !w!2 # !w!1 # 1.
So the problem is reduced to finding a policy #̃ that
induces feature expectations µ(#̃) close to µE . Our
apprenticeship learning algorithm for finding such a
policy #̃ is as follows:

1. Randomly pick some policy !(0), compute (or approx-
imate via Monte Carlo) µ(0) = µ(!(0)), and set i = 1.

2. Compute t(i) = maxw:!w!2"1 minj#{0..(i$1)} wT (µE !
µ(j)), and let w(i) be the value of w that attains this
maximum.

3. If t(i) " ", then terminate.

4. Using the RL algorithm, compute the optimal policy
!(i) for the MDP using rewards R = (w(i))T #.

5. Compute (or estimate) µ(i) = µ(!(i)).

6. Set i = i + 1, and go back to step 2.

Upon termination, the algorithm returns {#(i) : i =
0 . . . n}.
Let us examine the algorithm in detail. On iteration
i, we have already found some policies #(0), . . . ,#(i#1).
The optimization in step 2 can be viewed as an inverse
reinforcement learning step in which we try to guess

4In practice we truncate the trajectories after a finite
number H of steps. If H = H! = log"("(1 ! $)) is the
"-horizon time, then this introduces at most " error into
the approximation.
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the reward function being optimized by the expert.
The maximization in that step is equivalently written

maxt,w t (10)

s.t. wT µE % wT µ(j) + t, j = 0, . . . , i " 1 (11)
||w||2 # 1 (12)

From Eq. (11), we see the algorithm is trying to
find a reward function R = w(i) · " such that
Es0$D[V !E (s0)] % Es0$D[V !(i)

(s0)] + t. I.e., a re-
ward on which the expert does better, by a “margin”
of t, than any of the i policies we had found previously.
This step is similar to one used in (Ng & Russell, 2000),
but unlike the algorithms given there, because of the
2-norm constraint on w it cannot be posed as a linear
program (LP), but only as a quadratic program.5

Readers familiar with support vector machines
(SVMs) will also recognize this optimization as be-
ing equivalent to finding the maximum margin hyper-
plane separating two sets of points. (Vapnik, 1998) The
equivalence is obtained by associating a label 1 with
the expert’s feature expectations µE , and a label "1
with the feature expectations {µ(#(j)) : j = 0..(i"1)}.
The vector w(i) we want is the unit vector orthogonal
to the maximum margin separating hyperplane. So, an
SVM solver can also be used to find w(i). (The SVM
problem is a quadratic programming problem (QP), so
we can also use any generic QP solver.)
In Figure 1 we show an example of what the first
three iterations of the algorithm could look like geo-
metrically. Shown are several example µ(#(i)), and the
w(i)’s given by di!erent iterations of the algorithm.
Now, suppose the algorithm terminates, with t(n+1) #
$. (Whether the algorithm terminates is discussed in
Section 4.) Then directly from Eq. (10-12) we have:

&w with !w!2 # 1 'i s.t. wT µ(i) % wT µE " $. (13)

Since ||w"||2 # ||w"||1 # 1, this means that there is
at least one policy from the set returned by the al-
gorithm, whose performance under R" is at least as
good as the expert’s performance minus $. Thus, at
this stage, we can ask the agent designer to manually
test/examine the policies found by the algorithm, and

5Although we previously assumed that the w% specify-
ing the “true” rewards statisfy #w%#1 " 1 (and our theo-
retical results will use this assumption), we still implement
the algorithm using #w#2 " 1, as in Eq. (12).
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In the sequel, we also assume access to a reinforcement
learning (RL) algorithm that can be used to solve an
MDP\R augmented with a reward function R = wT ".
For simplicity of exposition, we will assume that the
RL algorithm returns the optimal policy. The general-
ization to approximate RL algorithms o!ers no special
di"culties; see the full paper. (Abbeel & Ng, 2004)

3. Algorithm
The problem is the following: Given an MDP\R, a
feature mapping " and the expert’s feature expecta-
tions µE , find a policy whose performance is close to
that of the expert’s, on the unknown reward function
R" = w"T ". To accomplish this, we will find a policy
#̃ such that !µ(#̃)"µE!2 # $. For such a #̃, we would
have that for any w $ Rk (!w!1 # 1),
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# !w!2!µ(#̃) " µE!2 (8)
# 1 · $ = $ (9)

The first inequality follows from the fact that |xT y| #
!x!2!y!2, and the second from !w!2 # !w!1 # 1.
So the problem is reduced to finding a policy #̃ that
induces feature expectations µ(#̃) close to µE . Our
apprenticeship learning algorithm for finding such a
policy #̃ is as follows:

1. Randomly pick some policy !(0), compute (or approx-
imate via Monte Carlo) µ(0) = µ(!(0)), and set i = 1.

2. Compute t(i) = maxw:!w!2"1 minj#{0..(i$1)} wT (µE !
µ(j)), and let w(i) be the value of w that attains this
maximum.

3. If t(i) " ", then terminate.

4. Using the RL algorithm, compute the optimal policy
!(i) for the MDP using rewards R = (w(i))T #.

5. Compute (or estimate) µ(i) = µ(!(i)).

6. Set i = i + 1, and go back to step 2.

Upon termination, the algorithm returns {#(i) : i =
0 . . . n}.
Let us examine the algorithm in detail. On iteration
i, we have already found some policies #(0), . . . ,#(i#1).
The optimization in step 2 can be viewed as an inverse
reinforcement learning step in which we try to guess

4In practice we truncate the trajectories after a finite
number H of steps. If H = H! = log"("(1 ! $)) is the
"-horizon time, then this introduces at most " error into
the approximation.
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the reward function being optimized by the expert.
The maximization in that step is equivalently written

maxt,w t (10)

s.t. wT µE % wT µ(j) + t, j = 0, . . . , i " 1 (11)
||w||2 # 1 (12)

From Eq. (11), we see the algorithm is trying to
find a reward function R = w(i) · " such that
Es0$D[V !E (s0)] % Es0$D[V !(i)

(s0)] + t. I.e., a re-
ward on which the expert does better, by a “margin”
of t, than any of the i policies we had found previously.
This step is similar to one used in (Ng & Russell, 2000),
but unlike the algorithms given there, because of the
2-norm constraint on w it cannot be posed as a linear
program (LP), but only as a quadratic program.5

Readers familiar with support vector machines
(SVMs) will also recognize this optimization as be-
ing equivalent to finding the maximum margin hyper-
plane separating two sets of points. (Vapnik, 1998) The
equivalence is obtained by associating a label 1 with
the expert’s feature expectations µE , and a label "1
with the feature expectations {µ(#(j)) : j = 0..(i"1)}.
The vector w(i) we want is the unit vector orthogonal
to the maximum margin separating hyperplane. So, an
SVM solver can also be used to find w(i). (The SVM
problem is a quadratic programming problem (QP), so
we can also use any generic QP solver.)
In Figure 1 we show an example of what the first
three iterations of the algorithm could look like geo-
metrically. Shown are several example µ(#(i)), and the
w(i)’s given by di!erent iterations of the algorithm.
Now, suppose the algorithm terminates, with t(n+1) #
$. (Whether the algorithm terminates is discussed in
Section 4.) Then directly from Eq. (10-12) we have:

&w with !w!2 # 1 'i s.t. wT µ(i) % wT µE " $. (13)

Since ||w"||2 # ||w"||1 # 1, this means that there is
at least one policy from the set returned by the al-
gorithm, whose performance under R" is at least as
good as the expert’s performance minus $. Thus, at
this stage, we can ask the agent designer to manually
test/examine the policies found by the algorithm, and

5Although we previously assumed that the w% specify-
ing the “true” rewards statisfy #w%#1 " 1 (and our theo-
retical results will use this assumption), we still implement
the algorithm using #w#2 " 1, as in Eq. (12).
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The first inequality follows from the fact that |xT y| #
!x!2!y!2, and the second from !w!2 # !w!1 # 1.
So the problem is reduced to finding a policy #̃ that
induces feature expectations µ(#̃) close to µE . Our
apprenticeship learning algorithm for finding such a
policy #̃ is as follows:

1. Randomly pick some policy !(0), compute (or approx-
imate via Monte Carlo) µ(0) = µ(!(0)), and set i = 1.

2. Compute t(i) = maxw:!w!2"1 minj#{0..(i$1)} wT (µE !
µ(j)), and let w(i) be the value of w that attains this
maximum.

3. If t(i) " ", then terminate.

4. Using the RL algorithm, compute the optimal policy
!(i) for the MDP using rewards R = (w(i))T #.

5. Compute (or estimate) µ(i) = µ(!(i)).

6. Set i = i + 1, and go back to step 2.

Upon termination, the algorithm returns {#(i) : i =
0 . . . n}.
Let us examine the algorithm in detail. On iteration
i, we have already found some policies #(0), . . . ,#(i#1).
The optimization in step 2 can be viewed as an inverse
reinforcement learning step in which we try to guess

4In practice we truncate the trajectories after a finite
number H of steps. If H = H! = log"("(1 ! $)) is the
"-horizon time, then this introduces at most " error into
the approximation.
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the reward function being optimized by the expert.
The maximization in that step is equivalently written

maxt,w t (10)

s.t. wT µE % wT µ(j) + t, j = 0, . . . , i " 1 (11)
||w||2 # 1 (12)

From Eq. (11), we see the algorithm is trying to
find a reward function R = w(i) · " such that
Es0$D[V !E (s0)] % Es0$D[V !(i)

(s0)] + t. I.e., a re-
ward on which the expert does better, by a “margin”
of t, than any of the i policies we had found previously.
This step is similar to one used in (Ng & Russell, 2000),
but unlike the algorithms given there, because of the
2-norm constraint on w it cannot be posed as a linear
program (LP), but only as a quadratic program.5

Readers familiar with support vector machines
(SVMs) will also recognize this optimization as be-
ing equivalent to finding the maximum margin hyper-
plane separating two sets of points. (Vapnik, 1998) The
equivalence is obtained by associating a label 1 with
the expert’s feature expectations µE , and a label "1
with the feature expectations {µ(#(j)) : j = 0..(i"1)}.
The vector w(i) we want is the unit vector orthogonal
to the maximum margin separating hyperplane. So, an
SVM solver can also be used to find w(i). (The SVM
problem is a quadratic programming problem (QP), so
we can also use any generic QP solver.)
In Figure 1 we show an example of what the first
three iterations of the algorithm could look like geo-
metrically. Shown are several example µ(#(i)), and the
w(i)’s given by di!erent iterations of the algorithm.
Now, suppose the algorithm terminates, with t(n+1) #
$. (Whether the algorithm terminates is discussed in
Section 4.) Then directly from Eq. (10-12) we have:

&w with !w!2 # 1 'i s.t. wT µ(i) % wT µE " $. (13)

Since ||w"||2 # ||w"||1 # 1, this means that there is
at least one policy from the set returned by the al-
gorithm, whose performance under R" is at least as
good as the expert’s performance minus $. Thus, at
this stage, we can ask the agent designer to manually
test/examine the policies found by the algorithm, and

5Although we previously assumed that the w% specify-
ing the “true” rewards statisfy #w%#1 " 1 (and our theo-
retical results will use this assumption), we still implement
the algorithm using #w#2 " 1, as in Eq. (12).
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some residual (error) term !(s), then our algorithm
will have performance that is worse than the expert’s
by no more than O(!!!!).

5. Experiments

5.1. Gridworld
In our first set of experiments, we used 128 by 128
gridworlds with multiple/sparse rewards. The reward
is not known to the algorithm, but we can sample tra-
jectories from an expert’s (optimal) policy. The agent
has four actions to try to move in each of the four com-
pass directions, but with 30% chance an action fails
and results in a random move. The grid is divided into
non-overlapping regions of 16 by 16 cells; we call these
16x16 regions “macrocells.” A small number of the re-
sulting 64 macrocells have positive rewards. For each
value of i = 1, . . . , 64, there is one feature "i(s) indi-
cating whether that state s is in macrocell i. Thus, the
rewards may be written R" = (w")T ". The weights w"

are generated randomly so as to give sparse rewards,
which leads to fairly interesting/rich optimal policies.7

In the basic version, the algorithm is run using the
64-dimensional features ". We also tried a version in
which the algorithm knows exactly which macrocells
have non-zero rewards (but not their values), so that
the dimension of " is reduced to contain only features
corresponding to non-zero rewards.
In Figure 3, we compare the max-margin and projec-
tion versions of the algorithm, when µE is known ex-
actly. We plot the margin t(i) (distance to expert’s pol-
icy) vs. the number of iterations, using all 64 macro-
cells as features. The expert’s policy is the optimal
policy with respect to the given MDP. The two al-
gorithms exhibited fairly similar rates of convergence,
with the projection version doing slightly better.
The second set of experiments illustrates the perfor-
mance of the algorithm as we vary the number m of
sampled expert trajectories used to estimate µE . The
performance measure is the value of the best policy
in the set output by the algorithm. We ran the al-
gorithm once using all 64 features, and once using
only the features that truly correspond to non-zero
rewards.8 We also report on the performance of three

7Details: We used ! = 0.99, so the expected horizon is
of the order of the gridsize. The true reward function was
generated as follows: For each macrocell i (i = 1, . . . , 64),
with probability 0.9 the reward there is zero (w!

i = 0),
and with probability 0.1 a weight w!

i is sampled uniformly
from [0,1]. Finally, w! is renormalized so that !w!!1 =
1. Instances with fewer than two non-zero entries in w!

are non-interesting and were discarded. The initial state
distribution is uniform over all states.

8Note that, as in the text, our apprenticeship learning
algorithm assumes the ability to call a reinforcement learn-
ing subroutine (in this case, an exact MDP solver using
value iteration). In these experiments, we are interested
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Figure 3. A comparison of the convergence speeds of the
max-margin and projection versions of the algorithm on a
128x128 grid. Euclidean distance to the expert’s feature
expectations is plotted as a function of the number of it-
erations. We rescaled the feature expectations by (1 " !)
such that they are in [0, 1]k. The plot shows averages over
40 runs, with 1 s.e. errorbars.
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Figure 4. Plot of performance vs. number of sampled tra-
jectories from the expert. (Shown in color, where avail-
able.) Averages over 20 instances are plotted, with 1 s.e.
errorbars. Note the base-10 logarithm scale on the x-axis.

other simple algorithms. The “mimic the expert” al-
gorithm picks whatever action the expert had taken
if it finds itself in a state in which it had previously
observed the expert, and picks an action randomly oth-
erwise. The “parameterized policy stochastic” uses a
stochastic policy, with the probability of each action
constant over each macrocell and set to the empiri-
cal frequency observed for the expert in the macrocell.
The “parameterized policy majority vote” algorithm
takes deterministically the most frequently observed
action in the macrocell. Results are shown in Fig-
ure 4. Using our algorithm, only a few sampled expert
trajectories—far fewer than for the other methods—
are needed to attain performance approaching that of
the expert. (Note log scale on x-axis.)9 Thus, by

mainly in the question of how many times an expert must
demonstrate a task before we learn to perform the same
task. In particular, we do not rely on the expert’s demon-
strations to learn the state transition probabilities.

9The parameterized policies never reach the expert’s
performance, because their policy class is not rich enough.
Their restricted policy class is what makes them do better

some residual (error) term !(s), then our algorithm
will have performance that is worse than the expert’s
by no more than O(!!!!).

5. Experiments

5.1. Gridworld
In our first set of experiments, we used 128 by 128
gridworlds with multiple/sparse rewards. The reward
is not known to the algorithm, but we can sample tra-
jectories from an expert’s (optimal) policy. The agent
has four actions to try to move in each of the four com-
pass directions, but with 30% chance an action fails
and results in a random move. The grid is divided into
non-overlapping regions of 16 by 16 cells; we call these
16x16 regions “macrocells.” A small number of the re-
sulting 64 macrocells have positive rewards. For each
value of i = 1, . . . , 64, there is one feature "i(s) indi-
cating whether that state s is in macrocell i. Thus, the
rewards may be written R" = (w")T ". The weights w"

are generated randomly so as to give sparse rewards,
which leads to fairly interesting/rich optimal policies.7

In the basic version, the algorithm is run using the
64-dimensional features ". We also tried a version in
which the algorithm knows exactly which macrocells
have non-zero rewards (but not their values), so that
the dimension of " is reduced to contain only features
corresponding to non-zero rewards.
In Figure 3, we compare the max-margin and projec-
tion versions of the algorithm, when µE is known ex-
actly. We plot the margin t(i) (distance to expert’s pol-
icy) vs. the number of iterations, using all 64 macro-
cells as features. The expert’s policy is the optimal
policy with respect to the given MDP. The two al-
gorithms exhibited fairly similar rates of convergence,
with the projection version doing slightly better.
The second set of experiments illustrates the perfor-
mance of the algorithm as we vary the number m of
sampled expert trajectories used to estimate µE . The
performance measure is the value of the best policy
in the set output by the algorithm. We ran the al-
gorithm once using all 64 features, and once using
only the features that truly correspond to non-zero
rewards.8 We also report on the performance of three

7Details: We used ! = 0.99, so the expected horizon is
of the order of the gridsize. The true reward function was
generated as follows: For each macrocell i (i = 1, . . . , 64),
with probability 0.9 the reward there is zero (w!

i = 0),
and with probability 0.1 a weight w!

i is sampled uniformly
from [0,1]. Finally, w! is renormalized so that !w!!1 =
1. Instances with fewer than two non-zero entries in w!

are non-interesting and were discarded. The initial state
distribution is uniform over all states.

8Note that, as in the text, our apprenticeship learning
algorithm assumes the ability to call a reinforcement learn-
ing subroutine (in this case, an exact MDP solver using
value iteration). In these experiments, we are interested
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other simple algorithms. The “mimic the expert” al-
gorithm picks whatever action the expert had taken
if it finds itself in a state in which it had previously
observed the expert, and picks an action randomly oth-
erwise. The “parameterized policy stochastic” uses a
stochastic policy, with the probability of each action
constant over each macrocell and set to the empiri-
cal frequency observed for the expert in the macrocell.
The “parameterized policy majority vote” algorithm
takes deterministically the most frequently observed
action in the macrocell. Results are shown in Fig-
ure 4. Using our algorithm, only a few sampled expert
trajectories—far fewer than for the other methods—
are needed to attain performance approaching that of
the expert. (Note log scale on x-axis.)9 Thus, by

mainly in the question of how many times an expert must
demonstrate a task before we learn to perform the same
task. In particular, we do not rely on the expert’s demon-
strations to learn the state transition probabilities.

9The parameterized policies never reach the expert’s
performance, because their policy class is not rich enough.
Their restricted policy class is what makes them do better
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MaxEnt IRL

• Consider path , with features .
• Reward weights are 

• Reward on path  =  

• Apprenticeship learning paper tells us we should match the 
feature counts for expert trajectories, .

• Max entropy principle suggests among trajectory distributions 
that match the feature counts, we should prefer ones that have 
the maximum entropy: 

ζ f
θ

ζ θTf(ζ) = ∑
s∈ζ

θTf(s)

f̃

max H(P(ζi)) s.t. f̃ = ∑
ζi

P(ζi)fζi
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Algorithm 1 Generative adversarial imitation learning
1: Input: Expert trajectories ⌧E ⇠ ⇡E , initial policy and discriminator parameters ✓0, w0

2: for i = 0, 1, 2, . . . do

3: Sample trajectories ⌧i ⇠ ⇡✓i
4: Update the discriminator parameters from wi to wi+1 with the gradient

Ê⌧i [rw log(Dw(s, a))] + Ê⌧E [rw log(1�Dw(s, a))] (17)

5: Take a policy step from ✓i to ✓i+1, using the TRPO rule with cost function log(Dwi+1(s, a)).
Specifically, take a KL-constrained natural gradient step with

Ê⌧i [r✓ log ⇡✓(a|s)Q(s, a)]� �r✓H(⇡✓),

where Q(s̄, ā) = Ê⌧i [log(Dwi+1(s, a)) | s0 = s̄, a0 = ā]
(18)

6: end for

6 Experiments

We evaluated Algorithm 1 against baselines on 9 physics-based control tasks, ranging from low-
dimensional control tasks from the classic RL literature—the cartpole [2], acrobot [8], and mountain
car [17]—to difficult high-dimensional tasks such as a 3D humanoid locomotion, solved only recently
by model-free reinforcement learning [27, 26]. All environments, other than the classic control tasks,
were simulated with MuJoCo [30]. See Appendix B for a complete description of all the tasks.

Each task comes with a true cost function, defined in the OpenAI Gym [5]. We first generated expert
behavior for these tasks by running TRPO [26] on these true cost functions to create expert policies.
Then, to evaluate imitation performance with respect to sample complexity of expert data, we sampled
datasets of varying trajectory counts from the expert policies. The trajectories constituting each
dataset each consisted of about 50 state-action pairs. We tested Algorithm 1 against three baselines:

1. Behavioral cloning: a given dataset of state-action pairs is split into 70% training data and
30% validation data. The policy is trained with supervised learning, using Adam [12] with
minibatches of 128 examples, until validation error stops decreasing.

2. Feature expectation matching (FEM): the algorithm of Ho et al. [11] using the cost function
class Clinear (10) of Abbeel and Ng [1]

3. Game-theoretic apprenticeship learning (GTAL): the algorithm of Ho et al. [11] using the
cost function class Cconvex (10) of Syed and Schapire [28]

We used all algorithms to train policies of the same neural network architecture for all tasks: two
hidden layers of 100 units each, with tanh nonlinearities in between. The discriminator networks for
Algorithm 1 also used the same architecture. All networks were always initialized randomly at the
start of each trial. For each task, we gave FEM, GTAL, and Algorithm 1 exactly the same amount of
environment interaction for training.

Figure 1 depicts the results, and the tables in Appendix B provide exact performance numbers. We
found that on the classic control tasks (cartpole, acrobot, and mountain car), behavioral cloning
suffered in expert data efficiency compared to FEM and GTAL, which for the most part were able
produce policies with near-expert performance with a wide range of dataset sizes. On these tasks,
our generative adversarial algorithm always produced policies performing better than behavioral
cloning, FEM, and GTAL. However, behavioral cloning performed excellently on the Reacher task,
on which it was more sample efficient than our algorithm. We were able to slightly improve our
algorithm’s performance on Reacher using causal entropy regularization—in the 4-trajectory setting,
the improvement from � = 0 to � = 10�3 was statistically significant over training reruns, according
to a one-sided Wilcoxon rank-sum test with p = .05. We used no causal entropy regularization for all
other tasks.

On the other MuJoCo environments, we saw a large performance boost for our algorithm over the
baselines. Our algorithm almost always achieved at least 70% of expert performance for all dataset

7
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Figure 1: (a) Performance of learned policies. The y-axis is negative cost, scaled so that the expert
achieves 1 and a random policy achieves 0. (b) Causal entropy regularization � on Reacher.

sizes we tested, nearly always dominating all the baselines. FEM and GTAL performed poorly for
Ant, producing policies consistently worse than a policy that chooses actions uniformly at random.
Behavioral cloning was able to reach satisfactory performance with enough data on HalfCheetah,
Hopper, Walker, and Ant; but was unable to achieve more than 60% for Humanoid, on which our
algorithm achieved exact expert performance for all tested dataset sizes.

7 Discussion and outlook

As we demonstrated, our method is generally quite sample efficient in terms of expert data. However,
it is not particularly sample efficient in terms of environment interaction during training. The number
of such samples required to estimate the imitation objective gradient (18) was comparable to the
number needed for TRPO to train the expert policies from reinforcement signals. We believe that we
could significantly improve learning speed for our algorithm by initializing policy parameters with
behavioral cloning, which requires no environment interaction at all.

Fundamentally, our method is model free, so it will generally need more environment interaction than
model-based methods. Guided cost learning [7], for instance, builds upon guided policy search [13]
and inherits its sample efficiency, but also inherits its requirement that the model is well-approximated
by iteratively fitted time-varying linear dynamics. Interestingly, both our Algorithm 1 and guided cost
learning alternate between policy optimization steps and cost fitting (which we called discriminator
fitting), even though the two algorithms are derived completely differently.

Our approach builds upon a vast line of work on IRL [31, 1, 29, 28], and hence, just like IRL,
our approach does not interact with the expert during training. Our method explores randomly
to determine which actions bring a policy’s occupancy measure closer to the expert’s, whereas
methods that do interact with the expert, like DAgger [24], can simply ask the expert for such actions.
Ultimately, we believe that a method that combines well-chosen environment models with expert
interaction will win in terms of sample complexity of both expert data and environment interaction.
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•  

• Maximize the margin between the return for the expert 
demonstrations and the returns of any other policy

• Hard to solve, as we have a lot of constraints
• Trick:
• Iteratively solve for  by collecting ’s that maximally violate the 

constraint (Remember Structural SVMs?)
• Find  that maximizes  (an RL problem)

min
w,ζ

1
2

| |w | |2 + ζ

s . t . wTμ(π*) + ζ ≥ max
π

wTμ(π) + D(π, π*)

w π

π wTμ(π) + D(π, π*)



MaxEnt IRL

•

•  

•  can be estimated by maximum likelihood of expert 
demonstrations under .

• Derivative comes out to be: 

max H(P(ζi)) s.t. f̃ = ∑
ζi

P(ζi)fζi

3.2 Basics of Exponential Families 39

One interpretation of this principle is as choosing the distribution with
maximal uncertainty, as measured by the entropy functional (3.2), while
remaining faithful to the data. Presuming that problem (3.3) is feasible
(and under certain technical conditions to be explored in the sequel),
it can be shown — by calculus of variations in the general continuous
case, and by ordinary calculus in the discrete case — that the optimal
solution p! takes the form

p!(x) ! exp
!"

""I
!"""(x)

#
, (3.4)

where ! " Rd represents a parameterization of the distribution in
exponential family form. From this maximum entropy perspective,
the parameters ! have a very specific interpretation as the Lagrange
multipliers associated with the constraints specified by the empirical
moments $µ. We explore this connection in much more depth in the
following sections.

3.2 Basics of Exponential Families

With this motivating example in mind, let us now set up the framework
of exponential families in more precise terms and greater generality.
At a high level, an exponential family is a parameterized family of
densities, taken with respect to some underlying measure #.

Given a random vector (X1,X2, . . . ,Xm) taking values in some
space X m = #m

s=1Xs, let " = ("", $ " I) be a collection of functions
"" : X m$ R, known either as potential functions or su!cient statis-
tics. Here I is an index set with d = |I| elements to be specified, so
that " can be viewed as a vector-valued mapping from X m to Rd. For
a given vector of su!cient statistics ", let ! = (!", $ " I) be an asso-
ciated vector of canonical or exponential parameters. For each fixed
x " X m, we use %!, "(x)& to denote the Euclidean inner product in Rd

of the two vectors ! and "(x).
With this notation, the exponential family associated with " consists

of the following parameterized collection of density functions

p!(x1,x2, . . . ,xm) = exp
!
%!, "(x)& ' A(!)

#
, (3.5)

P(ζi) =
eθTfζi

Z(θ)
θ

Pθ(ζi)

of action outcomes, T , and an outcome sample, o, speci-
fying the next state for every action. The MDP is deter-
ministic given o with the previous distribution (Equation 2)
over paths compatible with o (i.e., the action outcomes of the
path and o match). The indicator function, I!!o is 1 when !
is compatible with o and 0 otherwise. Computing this dis-
tribution (Equation 3) is generally intractable. However, if
we assume that transition randomness has a limited effect
on behavior and that the partition function is constant for all
o ! T , then we obtain a tractable approximate distribution
over paths (Equation 4).

P (!|", T ) =
!

o!T

PT (o)
e"!f!

Z(", o)
I!!o (3)

"
e"!f!

Z(", T )

"

st+1,at,st"!

PT (st+1|at, st) (4)

Stochastic Policies

This distribution over paths provides a stochastic policy (i.e.,
a distribution over the available actions of each state) when
the partition function of Equation 4 converges. The proba-
bility of an action is weighted by the expected exponentiated
rewards of all paths that begin with that action.

P (action a|", T ) #
!

!:a!!t=0

P (!|", T ) (5)

Learning from Demonstrated Behavior

Maximizing the entropy of the distribution over paths sub-
ject to the feature constraints from observed data implies that
we maximize the likelihood of the observed data under the
maximum entropy (exponential family) distribution derived
above (Jaynes 1957).

"" = argmax
"

L(") = argmax
"

!

examples

log P (!̃|", T )

This function is convex for deterministic MDPs and the
optima can be obtained using gradient-based optimization
methods. The gradient is the difference between expected
empirical feature counts and the learner’s expected feature
counts, which can be expressed in terms of expected state
visitation frequencies, Dsi

.

$L(") = f̃ %
!

!

P (!|", T )f! = f̃ %
!

si

Dsi
fsi

(6)

At the maxima, the feature expectations match, guaranteeing
that the learner performs equivalently to the agent’s demon-
strated behavior regardless of the actual reward weights the
agent is attempting to optimize (Abbeel & Ng 2004).

In practice, we measure empirical, sample-based expec-
tations of the feature values, and not the true values of the
agent to be imitated. Assuming the magnitude of the fea-
tures can be bounded, a standard union and Hoeffding bound
argument can provide high-probability bounds on the er-
ror in feature expectations as a function of the number of

samples– in particular, these bounds have only an O(log K)
dependence on the number of features.1 Dudı́k & Schapire
(2006) show that the maximum entropy problem that results
given bounded uncertainty in feature expectation is a max-
imum a posteriori problem exactly like the one described
above, but with an l1-regularizer added on (with the strength
of regularization depending on the uncertainty in that fea-
ture expectation). In our experimental section we use the
online exponentiated gradient descent algorithm, which is
both very efficient and induces an l1-type regularizing effect
on the coefficients. 2

Efficient State Frequency Calculations

Given the expected state frequencies, the gradient can eas-
ily be computed (Equation 6) for optimization. The most
straight-forward approach for computing the expected state
frequencies is based on enumerating each possible path. Un-
fortunately, the exponential growth of paths with the MDP’s
time horizon makes enumeration-based approaches compu-
tationally infeasible.

Algorithm 1 Expected Edge Frequency Calculation

Backward pass

1. Set Zsi,0 = 1

2. Recursively compute for N iterations

Zai,j
=

!

k

P (sk|si, ai,j)e
reward(si|")Zsk

Zsi
=

!

ai,j

Zai,j

Local action probability computation

3. P (ai,j |si) =
Zai,j

Zsi

Forward pass

4. Set Dsi,t = P (si = sinitial)

5. Recursively compute for t = 1 to N

Dsi,t+1 =
!

ai,j

!

k

Dsk,tP (ai,j |si)P (sk|ai,j , si)

Summing frequencies

6. Dsi
=

!

t

Dsi,t

Instead, our algorithm computes the expected state occu-
pancy frequencies efficiently using a technique similar to the

1In contrast, margin-based and locally normalizing models rely
on techniques that scale linearly in the number of features.

2For stochastic MDPs we can achieve better usage of finite data
by removing the variance in sample feature expectations due to the
uncertainty in the MDP. Space doesn’t permit the full exposition of
the incomplete (and non-convex) log-likelihood, but the intuitive
expectation-maximization algorithm that results fits the maximum-
entropy model using initial feature expectations and then improves
those estimates by running the resulting policy in the MDP.

Wainwright and Jordan. Graphical Models, Exponential Families, and Variational Inference
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•

counts, f! =
!

sj!! fsj
, which are the sum of the state fea-

tures along the path.

reward(f!) = !"f! =
"

sj!!

!"fsj

The agent demonstrates single trajectories, "̃i, and has an

expected empirical feature count, f̃ = 1
m

!
i f!̃i

, based on

many (m) demonstrated trajectories.
Recovering the agent’s exact reward weights is an ill-

posed problem; many reward weights, including degenera-
cies (e.g., all zeroes), make demonstrated trajectories opti-
mal. Ratliff, Bagnell, & Zinkevich (2006) cast this problem
as one of structured maximum margin prediction (MMP).
They consider a class of loss functions that directly measure
disagreement between an agent and a learned policy, and
then efficiently learn a reward function based on a convex
relaxation of this loss using the structured margin method
and requiring only oracle access to an MDP solver. How-
ever, this method suffers from some significant drawbacks
when no single reward function makes demonstrated behav-
ior both optimal and significantly better than any alternative
behavior. This arises quite frequently when, for instance,
the behavior demonstrated by the agent is imperfect, or the
planning algorithm only captures a part of the relevant state-
space and cannot perfectly describe the observed behavior.

Abbeel & Ng (2004) provide an alternate approach based
on Inverse Reinforcement Learning (IRL) (Ng & Russell
2000). The authors propose a strategy of matching feature
expectations (Equation 1) between an observed policy and
a learner’s behavior; they demonstrate that this matching
is both necessary and sufficient to achieve the same perfor-
mance as the agent if the agent were in fact solving an MDP
with a reward function linear in those features.

"

Path !i

P ("i)f!i
= f̃ (1)

Unfortunately, both the IRL concept and the matching of
feature counts are ambiguous. Each policy can be optimal
for many reward functions (e.g., all zeros) and many policies
lead to the same feature counts. When sub-optimal behavior
is demonstrated, mixtures of policies are required to match
feature counts, and, similarly, many different mixtures of
policies satisfy feature matching. No method is proposed to
resolve the ambiguity.

Maximum Entropy IRL
We take a different approach to matching feature counts that
allows us to deal with this ambiguity in a principled way, and
results in a single stochastic policy. We employ the princi-
ple of maximum entropy (Jaynes 1957) to resolve ambigui-
ties in choosing distributions. This principle leads us to the
distribution over behaviors constrained to match feature ex-
pectations, while being no more committed to any particular
path than this constraint requires.

Deterministic Path Distributions

Unlike previous work that reasons about policies, we con-
sider a distribution over the entire class of possible behav-
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Figure 1: A deterministic MDP (a) and a single path from
its path-space (b). A non-deterministic MDP (c) and a single
path from its path-space (d).

iors. This corresponds to paths of (potentially) variable
length (Figure 1b) for deterministic MDPs (Figure 1a).

Similar to distributions of policies, many different dis-
tributions of paths match feature counts when any demon-
strated behavior is sub-optimal. Any one distribution from
among this set may exhibit a preference for some of the
paths over others that is not implied by the path features.
We employ the principle of maximum entropy, which re-
solves this ambiguity by choosing the distribution that does
not exhibit any additional preferences beyond matching fea-
ture expectations (Equation 1). The resulting distribution
over paths for deterministic MDPs is parameterized by re-
ward weights ! (Equation 2). Under this model, plans with
equivalent rewards have equal probabilities, and plans with
higher rewards are exponentially more preferred.

P ("i|!) =
1

Z(!)
e"!f!i =

1

Z(!)
e

P

sj"!i
"!fsj (2)

Given parameter weights, the partition function, Z(!), al-
ways converges for finite horizon problems and infinite hori-
zons problems with discounted reward weights. For infinite
horizon problems with zero-reward absorbing states, the par-
tition function can fail to converge even when the rewards of
all states are negative. However, given demonstrated tra-
jectories that are absorbed in a finite number of steps, the
reward weights maximizing entropy must be convergent.

Non-Deterministic Path Distributions

In general MDPs, actions produce non-deterministic transi-
tions between states (Figure 1c) according to the state tran-
sition distribution, T . Paths in these MDPs (Figure 1d) are
now determined by the action choices of the agent and the
random outcomes of the MDP. Our distribution over paths
must take this randomness into account.

We use the maximum entropy distribution of paths con-
ditioned on the transition distribution, T, and constrained to
match feature expectations (Equation 1). Consider the space
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The agent demonstrates single trajectories, "̃i, and has an

expected empirical feature count, f̃ = 1
m
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, based on

many (m) demonstrated trajectories.
Recovering the agent’s exact reward weights is an ill-

posed problem; many reward weights, including degenera-
cies (e.g., all zeroes), make demonstrated trajectories opti-
mal. Ratliff, Bagnell, & Zinkevich (2006) cast this problem
as one of structured maximum margin prediction (MMP).
They consider a class of loss functions that directly measure
disagreement between an agent and a learned policy, and
then efficiently learn a reward function based on a convex
relaxation of this loss using the structured margin method
and requiring only oracle access to an MDP solver. How-
ever, this method suffers from some significant drawbacks
when no single reward function makes demonstrated behav-
ior both optimal and significantly better than any alternative
behavior. This arises quite frequently when, for instance,
the behavior demonstrated by the agent is imperfect, or the
planning algorithm only captures a part of the relevant state-
space and cannot perfectly describe the observed behavior.

Abbeel & Ng (2004) provide an alternate approach based
on Inverse Reinforcement Learning (IRL) (Ng & Russell
2000). The authors propose a strategy of matching feature
expectations (Equation 1) between an observed policy and
a learner’s behavior; they demonstrate that this matching
is both necessary and sufficient to achieve the same perfor-
mance as the agent if the agent were in fact solving an MDP
with a reward function linear in those features.
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Unfortunately, both the IRL concept and the matching of
feature counts are ambiguous. Each policy can be optimal
for many reward functions (e.g., all zeros) and many policies
lead to the same feature counts. When sub-optimal behavior
is demonstrated, mixtures of policies are required to match
feature counts, and, similarly, many different mixtures of
policies satisfy feature matching. No method is proposed to
resolve the ambiguity.

Maximum Entropy IRL
We take a different approach to matching feature counts that
allows us to deal with this ambiguity in a principled way, and
results in a single stochastic policy. We employ the princi-
ple of maximum entropy (Jaynes 1957) to resolve ambigui-
ties in choosing distributions. This principle leads us to the
distribution over behaviors constrained to match feature ex-
pectations, while being no more committed to any particular
path than this constraint requires.

Deterministic Path Distributions

Unlike previous work that reasons about policies, we con-
sider a distribution over the entire class of possible behav-
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Figure 1: A deterministic MDP (a) and a single path from
its path-space (b). A non-deterministic MDP (c) and a single
path from its path-space (d).

iors. This corresponds to paths of (potentially) variable
length (Figure 1b) for deterministic MDPs (Figure 1a).

Similar to distributions of policies, many different dis-
tributions of paths match feature counts when any demon-
strated behavior is sub-optimal. Any one distribution from
among this set may exhibit a preference for some of the
paths over others that is not implied by the path features.
We employ the principle of maximum entropy, which re-
solves this ambiguity by choosing the distribution that does
not exhibit any additional preferences beyond matching fea-
ture expectations (Equation 1). The resulting distribution
over paths for deterministic MDPs is parameterized by re-
ward weights ! (Equation 2). Under this model, plans with
equivalent rewards have equal probabilities, and plans with
higher rewards are exponentially more preferred.
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tributions of paths match feature counts when any demon-
strated behavior is sub-optimal. Any one distribution from
among this set may exhibit a preference for some of the
paths over others that is not implied by the path features.
We employ the principle of maximum entropy, which re-
solves this ambiguity by choosing the distribution that does
not exhibit any additional preferences beyond matching fea-
ture expectations (Equation 1). The resulting distribution
over paths for deterministic MDPs is parameterized by re-
ward weights ! (Equation 2). Under this model, plans with
equivalent rewards have equal probabilities, and plans with
higher rewards are exponentially more preferred.
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Given parameter weights, the partition function, Z(!), al-
ways converges for finite horizon problems and infinite hori-
zons problems with discounted reward weights. For infinite
horizon problems with zero-reward absorbing states, the par-
tition function can fail to converge even when the rewards of
all states are negative. However, given demonstrated tra-
jectories that are absorbed in a finite number of steps, the
reward weights maximizing entropy must be convergent.

Non-Deterministic Path Distributions

In general MDPs, actions produce non-deterministic transi-
tions between states (Figure 1c) according to the state tran-
sition distribution, T . Paths in these MDPs (Figure 1d) are
now determined by the action choices of the agent and the
random outcomes of the MDP. Our distribution over paths
must take this randomness into account.

We use the maximum entropy distribution of paths con-
ditioned on the transition distribution, T, and constrained to
match feature expectations (Equation 1). Consider the space

of action outcomes, T , and an outcome sample, o, speci-
fying the next state for every action. The MDP is deter-
ministic given o with the previous distribution (Equation 2)
over paths compatible with o (i.e., the action outcomes of the
path and o match). The indicator function, I!!o is 1 when !
is compatible with o and 0 otherwise. Computing this dis-
tribution (Equation 3) is generally intractable. However, if
we assume that transition randomness has a limited effect
on behavior and that the partition function is constant for all
o ! T , then we obtain a tractable approximate distribution
over paths (Equation 4).
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Stochastic Policies

This distribution over paths provides a stochastic policy (i.e.,
a distribution over the available actions of each state) when
the partition function of Equation 4 converges. The proba-
bility of an action is weighted by the expected exponentiated
rewards of all paths that begin with that action.

P (action a|", T ) #
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Learning from Demonstrated Behavior

Maximizing the entropy of the distribution over paths sub-
ject to the feature constraints from observed data implies that
we maximize the likelihood of the observed data under the
maximum entropy (exponential family) distribution derived
above (Jaynes 1957).
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This function is convex for deterministic MDPs and the
optima can be obtained using gradient-based optimization
methods. The gradient is the difference between expected
empirical feature counts and the learner’s expected feature
counts, which can be expressed in terms of expected state
visitation frequencies, Dsi

.
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At the maxima, the feature expectations match, guaranteeing
that the learner performs equivalently to the agent’s demon-
strated behavior regardless of the actual reward weights the
agent is attempting to optimize (Abbeel & Ng 2004).

In practice, we measure empirical, sample-based expec-
tations of the feature values, and not the true values of the
agent to be imitated. Assuming the magnitude of the fea-
tures can be bounded, a standard union and Hoeffding bound
argument can provide high-probability bounds on the er-
ror in feature expectations as a function of the number of

samples– in particular, these bounds have only an O(log K)
dependence on the number of features.1 Dudı́k & Schapire
(2006) show that the maximum entropy problem that results
given bounded uncertainty in feature expectation is a max-
imum a posteriori problem exactly like the one described
above, but with an l1-regularizer added on (with the strength
of regularization depending on the uncertainty in that fea-
ture expectation). In our experimental section we use the
online exponentiated gradient descent algorithm, which is
both very efficient and induces an l1-type regularizing effect
on the coefficients. 2

Efficient State Frequency Calculations

Given the expected state frequencies, the gradient can eas-
ily be computed (Equation 6) for optimization. The most
straight-forward approach for computing the expected state
frequencies is based on enumerating each possible path. Un-
fortunately, the exponential growth of paths with the MDP’s
time horizon makes enumeration-based approaches compu-
tationally infeasible.

Algorithm 1 Expected Edge Frequency Calculation

Backward pass

1. Set Zsi,0 = 1

2. Recursively compute for N iterations
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Forward pass

4. Set Dsi,t = P (si = sinitial)

5. Recursively compute for t = 1 to N
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k

Dsk,tP (ai,j |si)P (sk|ai,j , si)

Summing frequencies

6. Dsi
=
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t
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Instead, our algorithm computes the expected state occu-
pancy frequencies efficiently using a technique similar to the

1In contrast, margin-based and locally normalizing models rely
on techniques that scale linearly in the number of features.

2For stochastic MDPs we can achieve better usage of finite data
by removing the variance in sample feature expectations due to the
uncertainty in the MDP. Space doesn’t permit the full exposition of
the incomplete (and non-convex) log-likelihood, but the intuitive
expectation-maximization algorithm that results fits the maximum-
entropy model using initial feature expectations and then improves
those estimates by running the resulting policy in the MDP.
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for IRL. For instance, the highest reward policy may not be
the most probable policy in the model, and policies with
the same expected reward can have different probabilities.
Compared to our maximum entropy distribution over paths,
this model gives higher probability mass to paths with a
smaller branching factor and lower probability mass to those
with a higher branching factor.

Comparative Evaluation
We now evaluate each model’s ability to model paths in the
withheld testing set after being trained on the training set
given the path’s origin and destination. We use three differ-
ent metrics. The first compares the model’s most likely path
estimate with the actual demonstrated path and evaluates the
amount of route distance shared. The second shows what
percentage of the testing paths match at least 90% (distance)
with the model’s predicted path. The final metric measures
the average log probability of paths in the training set un-
der the given model. For path matching, we evaluate both
the most likely path within the action-based model and the
lowest cost path using the weights learned from the action-
based model. We additionally evaluate a model based on
expected travel times that weights the cost of a unit distance
of road to be inversely proportional to the speed of the road,
and predicts the fastest (i.e., lowest cost) route given these
costs.

Matching 90% Match Log Prob
Time-based 72.38% 43.12% N/A
Max Margin 75.29% 46.56% N/A
Action 77.30% 50.37% -7.91
Action (costs) 77.74% 50.75% N/A
MaxEnt paths 78.79% 52.98% -6.85

Table 1: Comparison of different models’ abilities to match
most likely path predictions to withheld paths (average per-
centage of distance matching and percentage of examples
where at least 90% of the paths’ distances match) and the
probability of withheld paths (average log probability).

The results of this analysis are shown in Table 1. For each
of these metrics, our maximum entropy model shows signif-
icant (! < .01) improvements over the other models.
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Figure 3: Learned costs of turns (left) and miles of differ-
ent road types (right) normalized to seconds (with interstate
driving fixed to 65 miles per hour).

The learned cost values using our MaxEnt model are
shown in Figure 3. Additionally, we learn a fixed per edge

cost of 1.4 seconds that helps to penalize paths composed of
many short roads.

Applications

Beyond the route recommendation application described
above, our approach opens up a range of possibilities for
driver prediction. Route recommendation can be easily per-
sonalized based on passive observation of a single user. Fur-
ther, by learning a probability distribution over driver pref-
erences, destinations, and routes the MaxEntIRL model of
driver behavior can go beyond route recommendation, to
new queries like: “What is the probability the driver will
take this street?” This enables a range of new applications,
including, e.g., warning drivers about unanticipated traffic
problems on their route without ever explicitly having to
query the user about route or destination; optimizing bat-
tery and fuel consumption in a hybrid vehicle; and activating
temperature controls at a home prior to the driver’s arrival.

So far, we have not described situations where the driver’s
intended destination is unknown. Fortunately we can reason
easily about intended destinations by applying Bayes’ the-
orem to our model of route preference. Consider the case
where we want the posterior probability of a set of destina-
tions given a partially traveled path from A to B.

P (dest|"̃A!B) ! P ("̃A!B |dest)P (dest)

!

!
!B!dest

e""f!

!
!A!dest

e""f!
P (dest)

These quantities can easily be computed using our inference
algorithm (Algorithm 1).

Figure 4: Destination distribution (from 5 destinations) and
remaining path distribution given partially traveled path.
The partially traveled path is heading westward, which is
a very inefficient (i.e., improbable) partial route to any of
the eastern destinations (3, 4, 5). The posterior destination
probability is split between destinations 1 and 2 primarily
based on the prior distribution on destinations.

Figure 4 shows one particular destination prediction prob-
lem. We evaluate our model’s ability to predict destinations
for routes terminating in one of five locations around the city
(Figure 4) based on the fraction of total route observed (Fig-
ure 5). We use a training set to form a prior over destinations
and evaluate our model on a withheld test set. Incorporating
additional contextual information into this prior distribution,
like time of day, will be beneficial for predicting the desti-
nations of most drivers.

for IRL. For instance, the highest reward policy may not be
the most probable policy in the model, and policies with
the same expected reward can have different probabilities.
Compared to our maximum entropy distribution over paths,
this model gives higher probability mass to paths with a
smaller branching factor and lower probability mass to those
with a higher branching factor.

Comparative Evaluation
We now evaluate each model’s ability to model paths in the
withheld testing set after being trained on the training set
given the path’s origin and destination. We use three differ-
ent metrics. The first compares the model’s most likely path
estimate with the actual demonstrated path and evaluates the
amount of route distance shared. The second shows what
percentage of the testing paths match at least 90% (distance)
with the model’s predicted path. The final metric measures
the average log probability of paths in the training set un-
der the given model. For path matching, we evaluate both
the most likely path within the action-based model and the
lowest cost path using the weights learned from the action-
based model. We additionally evaluate a model based on
expected travel times that weights the cost of a unit distance
of road to be inversely proportional to the speed of the road,
and predicts the fastest (i.e., lowest cost) route given these
costs.

Matching 90% Match Log Prob
Time-based 72.38% 43.12% N/A
Max Margin 75.29% 46.56% N/A
Action 77.30% 50.37% -7.91
Action (costs) 77.74% 50.75% N/A
MaxEnt paths 78.79% 52.98% -6.85

Table 1: Comparison of different models’ abilities to match
most likely path predictions to withheld paths (average per-
centage of distance matching and percentage of examples
where at least 90% of the paths’ distances match) and the
probability of withheld paths (average log probability).

The results of this analysis are shown in Table 1. For each
of these metrics, our maximum entropy model shows signif-
icant (! < .01) improvements over the other models.
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Figure 3: Learned costs of turns (left) and miles of differ-
ent road types (right) normalized to seconds (with interstate
driving fixed to 65 miles per hour).

The learned cost values using our MaxEnt model are
shown in Figure 3. Additionally, we learn a fixed per edge

cost of 1.4 seconds that helps to penalize paths composed of
many short roads.

Applications

Beyond the route recommendation application described
above, our approach opens up a range of possibilities for
driver prediction. Route recommendation can be easily per-
sonalized based on passive observation of a single user. Fur-
ther, by learning a probability distribution over driver pref-
erences, destinations, and routes the MaxEntIRL model of
driver behavior can go beyond route recommendation, to
new queries like: “What is the probability the driver will
take this street?” This enables a range of new applications,
including, e.g., warning drivers about unanticipated traffic
problems on their route without ever explicitly having to
query the user about route or destination; optimizing bat-
tery and fuel consumption in a hybrid vehicle; and activating
temperature controls at a home prior to the driver’s arrival.

So far, we have not described situations where the driver’s
intended destination is unknown. Fortunately we can reason
easily about intended destinations by applying Bayes’ the-
orem to our model of route preference. Consider the case
where we want the posterior probability of a set of destina-
tions given a partially traveled path from A to B.
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